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GODDESS-SENT ~~DNESS 


So~e five years ago I had a dream which I have not been able to shake 


off. In the dream I found mvself in a situation of confusion and despair. 


I decided to drive into the desert alone. r.oping there to rediscover the 


still center I had lost. I ~ove and drove. on unfamiliar and seemingly 


rarely travelled byways, far into tr.e night. Then, in what felt l~ke the 


middle of nowhere a tire Hent flat and I re.-:1ernbered I had no spare. It 


seemed unlikely that anyone would come by soon to offer help but far in the 


dis-:ance I saw a lig~t Hhich mieht raean someone available to assist ne or at 


least a telephone. I set out toward it and walked and walked. It was some


ti~e before I realized the light was no closer and that I was no lon~er sure 


it w~s there at all. I turned around, thinking it mi&ht be hetter aft~ll 


to wait by my car; but it had disappeared, as had the road. 


At that point a figure appeared from behind a sage b~sh in the strangely 


moonlit desert night, the figur~ of a wizened but kindly a~pearing old r.an. 


"Car. I . el. ?", he asked. " ro," I said, "you and I have ~en through this be


fore. This t.ine I need to go in search of P.e:-." 


So I set out across the desert, seeming now to kno•,.; in Hhat d:!.rection 


to proceed, thou6h there were no marked ways and I knew I had never been here 


before. Pours later I "'ound myse_f at the foot of so:--e steep~y r~sing san:!


stone clif~=s. I made •Y way up the cliffs, heading straight :'or a dee;> 
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small cave just large enough for me to lie down. Still seeming to know exactly 


what I must do, I prepared myself to sleep there, as though to fall asleep 


were part of my way toward Her. 


rlhile I slept there in the cave I dreamt that within the cave I found 


a rarrow hole leading into an underground passage. I made my way through 


that channel deep, deep into another cave well beneath the earth's surface. 


I sat myself down on the rough uneven floor, knowing myself to be in Her 


presence. Yet though she was palpably there, I could not discern Her shape. 


Though I ~~ited and waited, expecting to be able to see Her once my eyes 


grew accustomed to the darkness, that did not happen. I returned to waking 


consciousness, awa~ that, though I did not know who "She" Has, it was in


deed time for me to go in search of Her. 


!~y way of doing that was to return to the goddesses of Greek mythology 


to whom my mother had introduced me as a child but to whom I had paid but 


little conscious attention in the intervening years. I discovered that 


they had nevertheless been actively present in my life all along and that 


attending to their presence yielded a hitherto unknown depth to my own 


experiences, particularly some that had earlier seemed meaningless, trivial 


or unredeemably negative . 


I began to understand why She had appeared to me in the dark underground 


cave. For each of the goddesses is in her own way intimately connected with 


some among our darkest and most difficult moments. Each shows herself most 


forcibly in moments we ~rould prefer to circumvent or quickly transcend: 


occasions of intense grief or desperate loneliness, ugly, possessive rage or 


all-consuming lust, impotence or failure .. Among the most fearful of the 
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ways in which the goddesses manifest their power is in the experience of 


madness. Yet JVst as grief or jealousy. abduction or abandonment are suffered 


differently when we recognize them to be divine mysteries. so madness. too, 


changes its meaning when we understand it as goddess-sent. 


That madness may sometL~es b~more gift than curse is suggested by Socrates 


when he tells Phaedrus that it is not "an invariable truth that madness is 


an evil, in reality, the greatest blessings come by way of madness, indeed 


of rradness that is heaven-sent." When due to divine despensation, madness 


is a valuable gift; in fact, he holds heaven-sent madness to be superior to 


man-made sanity. Socrates speaks of four types of divine madness and ascribes 


them to four gods: Lhe inspiration of the prophet to Apollo, that of the 


mystic to Dionysus, that of the poet to the Muses, and the madness of the 


lover to Aphrodite and Eros.1 


Socrates' list does not single out female divinities as instigators of 


divine madness, nor would I for my part ~~nt to suggest that it is only 


goddesses vrho drive us mad or provide us with models of divine madness. Yet 


even Socrates' list is more goddess-oriented than at first appears: for 


the prophetic esctasy he associates with Apollo is really a mode of prophecy 


the Olympian god inherited fro~ Gaea, his predecessor at Delphi, and among 


the gods Dionysus is notoriously a sexually ambiguous fi~~e. In The Glory 


of Hera Philip Slater (adopting a more clinical definition of madness than 


does Socrates) asserts that "madness in Greek mythology does not occur 


2 
spontaneously but is always visited upon a mortal by a god or goddess." 


Of the nineteen instances of mortals driven rrad by Greek divinities that he 


. analyzes, the agents are all either goddesses or Dionysu3 (who, Slater re-
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minds us, ~as hbr.self first driven mad by the goddess Hera.) Though my 


\<. "cv.l -
perspective is somewhat different from Slater's, I too believe that to ~-
111~ 


~ what the Greeks meant by calling madness divine necessitates examining 


why heaven-sent madness should be especially associated with female divinities. 


I am persuaded that our own understanding of madness can be significantly 


enlarged if we can come to appreciate its goddess-sent aspect. Yet as anyone 


who has seen or read Aeschylus' The Eumenides~ Sophocles' Ajax or almost any 


of Euripides
1 


tragedies knows, the Greek apprehension of madness is in no 


sense ro~antic. The possibility that my exploration of madness as in some 


sense divine might ·encourage an evasion of the ugliness and misery, the terror 


and often cruel destructiveness that accompany insanity distresses me. 


I r~e~ber too well the pain my son Peter experienced during a psychotic break 


seven years ago. I do not expect ever to forget his fear of being over-


whelmed or his sense of isolation. Nor can I deny the panic I have felt in 


those moments when my own most ominous nightmares seemed to become my only 


reality. The same anger that I feel when someone seems able to say "death 


and rebirth" in one breath is stirred by those who can too glibly compact 


"madness and transformation." To die is really to come to an end; rebirth 


has meaning only when it happens where it had seemed impossible. Madness 


is really being taken out of one's ever~.day mind--and that is terrifying. 


Jung knew that, as crny reader of the "Confrontation with the Unconscious'' 


chapter of Hemop,ies, Dreams 2 Reflections discovers. Nietzsche's example had 


ser~ed as a fore~arning to him: one does not choose such a confrontation. 


T~e dreams of bloody tides, crushing boulders, strangling jungle-growth which 


- . 
he describes as part of -his lengthy nekyia. communicate the terror- . unforgettably. 
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The psychosis-like experience of those years was not voluntarily self-induced. 


It followed the traumatic break with Jung's surrogate father, Freud, and 


was spontaneously initiated by the Siegfried dream. Yet the original mean-


ing of psychosis, "I give life, 11 was here realized. because Jung was able to 


go with the visitations rather than resist them. He responded to them as 
t-a 


divine, that is to say, he attendedAthem. His attitude was consonant with 


his own definition of religion: careful, scrupulous consideration and ob-


servation of the dan3erous or helpful numinous "powers11 that act on a subject 


independent of his or her wi11. 3 


To go nad is terrifying, in part because ras Jung had learned from 


N~tzsche) r~t everyone returns. Yet he would also affirm that' one is different 


for having gon~ through 


says, that he haC risked 


such experience. Comparing himself to Freud, he 
s ha t\--e ,..., •u; on~ e<.c..l.,.. ,cJc.d 01. <5 rect \e f" 


a greaterftwholeness. I believe this to be true of 


my son as well. Yet it is important to try to specify clearly what constitutes 


the "greater"-ness of this wholeness. The difference in the wholeness on 


the other sida of ~adness, I submit, is simply that one knows, as one could 


not have before, the parts that constitute the whole. 
I 


One knows the "Who"s ... , that are at 'lo-ork within~ (In addition to that 


familiar who, the eg~) ~at is divine about ~adness is that it introduces us 


to the gods and goddesses of whose active presence in the psyche the so-called 


sane are often blithely una\-rctre. Nietzsche's conterr.porary, Erwin Rohde, 


was impressed by the degree to which "Greek religion at the height of its 


development regarded ~madness~ (mania) as a religious phenomenon of wideranging 


importance." It understood madness as "a condition in which the self-conscious 


spirit is overwhelmed, 'ltpossessed' by a foreign power". This madness, and 
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here he quotes the Phaedrus, "comes not from mortal weakness or disease, but 
q 


from a dlv.ine banishment of the common place." · To the Greeks as Walter 
'-7 ) 


Otto in his book on Dionysus so splendidly shows, madness was a mystery in 


the deepest religious sense of that term. 


What is divine about madness is that it introduces us to the gods and 


goddesses •••• The gods reach us through our afflictions because we are no 


longer attuned -to their presence when unafflicted. In Jung' s words: "The 


gods have become diseases." 5 


Madness is different though, if we can perceive it as heaven-sent, as 


a mystery, as a religious phenomenon. Again, Jung says it well: 


It is not a matter of indifference whether one calls 
something a mania or a god. To serve a mania is detes~ble 
and undignified but to serve a god is full of meaning. 


Yet, as Socrates saw, simply to speak of madness as divine is insufficient. 


One needs to be able to distinguish between different types of madness and 


to do so means being able to know which god one is serving. One needs to 


ask "Who?, who is at work here?" 


Often, as I have already suggested, the ansHer vrill be: one or another 


of the goddesses. Why is that? A tempting explanation is that the Greeks 


~rere already picking on mothers as schizophregenic, just as Freud and every-


one who followed him has done. This seems to be the gist of Slater's con-


elusion (buttressed by analyses of the dominant atti t.rles toward ¥romen and 


of the social position of women in classical Greece.) Yet Slater's failure 


to deal seriously with the difference between attributing madness to the per-


sonal mother and to a goddess is, I believe, misleading. It is not our mothers 


but something divine, archetypal, transpe!'sonal that drives us mad • . Nor 
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are only mother goddesses guilty--the virgin goddesses, Artemis and Athene, 


are also culpable. 


Perhaps the goddesses are more implicated in human madness than are 


the gods, because they are generally more involved in the full range of human 


affairs than are the male divinities whose connections with mortals most 


o~ten take the form of sexual liaison. The interventions of the goddesses 


are as likely to be creative as destructive. The heroes of Greek mythology 


are represented as singularly dependent on the support and encouragement 


of one fer.ale divinity -or another: Jason and Achilles on Hera, Odysseus and 


Perseus, Heracles and Bellepheron on Athene, Aeneas and Paris on Aphrodite; 


Orestes is plagued by the Furies but rescued by Athene. 


The goddessas represent forces essential to human life upon which the 


ego depends. To ignore them or to deny their divinity is to court madness. 


It is only when a mortal believes it possible to evade paying one of them 


homage that the goddesses become pathogenic. Thus when Hippolytus assumes 


immunity to Aphrodite's persuasions, she drives Phaedra, his stepmother, mad 


with a passionate lust for him that ultimately brings about his death. 


Veneration in the past provides no protection if a goddess believes that de-


votion has been compromised: Artemis displays no pity for Callisto when 


she learns of her seduction by Zeus. ~ortals who implicitly deny a goddess's 


divinity by claiming power or beauty of equal measure are also apt to be 


struck mad, as is Arachne who challenges Athene's ·skill at weaving or Hyrrha 
C.o•1 


who claims to be as lovely as Aphrodite. Such inflationary 1aflation of ego 


and archetype inevitably leads to the mortal's becoming less than human: 


Arachne is changed into a spider, ~yrrha into a tree. The goddesses also will 
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not tolerate being objectified; to look upon a goddess naked as Actaeon 


spies on Artemis is a violation quickly punished. The crime most inevitably 


associated with an &uption of madness is matricide, for this· is the most 


heinous offence against the feminine realm, the epitome of the attempt to 


deny one's dependence on a feminine source 7 to cut oneself off from one's 


origins. 


Greek mythology provides us with uncomparably powerful and precisely 


detailed descriptions of madness. Aeschylus' descrintion of the :uries who 


attack Orestes is unforgettable. 


The Pythian priestess says: 


they are black and utterly 
repulsive, and they snore with breath that drives one back. 
From their eyes drips the foul ooze, and their dress is such 
as is not right to wear into any huamn house •••• 


Apollo speaks of them as: 


those gray 
and aged children they will <trhom no mortal man, 
no god, nor even any beast, will pave to do. 
It was because of evil they were born, because 
they hold the evil darkness of the Pit below 
Earth, loathed alike by men and by the heavenly gods. 


Clyterr.nestra urges them on: 


Let go 
upon this man the stormblasts of your bloodshot breath, 
wither him in your wind, after him, hunt him dO'Im 
once more, and shrivel him in your vitals' heat and flame. 


Apollo, vainly, tries to send them. away 


Get out, I tell you, go and leave this house. Away 
in haste, from your presence set the mantic chaDber free, 
else you may feel the flash and bite of a flying snake 
launched from the tw ·~sted thong of gold that spans my bow 
to make you in your pain spew out the black and foaming 
blood of men, vomit the clots sucked from their veins. 







This house is no right place for such as you to cling 
upon; but where, by judgment given, heads are lopped 
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and eyes gouged out, throats cut, and by the spoil of sex 
the glory of young boys is defeated, where mutilation 
lives, and stoning, and the long moan of tortured men 
spiked underneath the spine and stuck on pales. Listen 
to how the gods spit out the manner of that feast 
your loves lean to. The whole cast of your shape is guide 
to what you are, the like of whom should hole in the cave 
of the blood-reeking lion, not in oracular 
interiors, like mine nearby, wipe off your filth. 
Out then, you flock of goats without a herdsman, since 
no god has such affection as to tend this brood. 7 


All our fantasies of the forms madness can take are actualized here, Men 


and 1~~en are tu~ned into animals or some form of vegetal life. They eat 


the raw or stewed flesh of dismembered children. They are filled with 


irresistible passion for all rranner of beast or for their own parents or 


offspring--or even their own reflected image. They commit matricide or 


. . ,; 
parrl.C:!..~e. They utterly forget who they are or become transfixed. They 


lose the power of human speech. They are destroyed by jealousy or grief. 


They fling themselves from cliffs to escape a lover's pursuit, discover their 


skin and flesh being eaten away, find they have been transformed into a 


person of the opposite sex. 


As Freud suggested, "Every member of the audience was once a budding 


Oedipus in phantasy, and this dream-fulfillment played out in reality causes 


everyone to recoil in horror."8 The mythological descriptions are phenomena-


logical in that they describe events as the afflicted individuals experience 


them rather than as they appear to an "objective observer": Actaeon really 


does become a stag~, Agave really has killed her own son, Teirisias really 


is transformed into a woman. These experiences are not represented as only 


fantasy or only metaphor. 
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Many of the examples of madness I have named above are not included by Slater 


who discusses only those instances where someone has been explicitly designated 


as manic or mad by Apollodorus and/or Graves. Thus acting like an animal. 


becoming a vegetable, fleeing from a pursuer who keeps changing shape--images 


we still use to describe particular forms of madness are not even considered 


and thereby r.~ucb of the rich iconography of madness Greek mythology provides 


is ignored. 


The mythi~catalogue of the forms of madness is more carefully elaborated 


than the diagnostic categories developed by modern psychology, such as hysteria, 


obsession, schizophrenia, paranoia, though we can readily find examples of 


each of these in the myths. When we look at madness as it is embodied in 


particular mythological figures we see not just isolated symptoms but a 


whole person whose way of being mad expresses a way of being in the world, 


reflects all that he or she has suffered and done. That such mad ~ys of 


being in the world are represented in myth also enables us to see therri not 


o<Jy as idiosyncratic individual aberrations but as genuinely and archetypally 


human ways of being. Freud communicates the illuminating power of the dis


covery of the universally hu.'ilan significance of such mythological figurations 


of the hu.'ilan when he suddenly recognizes: "I am Oedipus." Freud was not 


looking fo:r- a "<;:lassy" analogj.' for an already achieved self-interpretation. 


Rather, "Oedipus" (by which he meant the whole myth from the oracle delivered 


to Laius to the death at Colunus) •,.;as the best .possible name fo:r- a whole 


complex of experiences and feelings \orhich only through this name could 


be recognized to constitute ~complex. The first pages of s,~bols of 


Transformation convey the L~pact Freud's recognition that Oedipus still 
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lives in us had on Jung: 


Anyone who can read Freud's Interpretation of Dreams ••• 
and can let this extraordinary book work upon his L~agination 
calmly and without prejudice~ will not fail to be deeply . 
impressed at that point wh~e Freud reminds us that an indi
vidual conflict~ which he calls the incest fantasy, lies at the 
root of that monumental drama of the ancient world, the 
Oedipus legend. The impression made by this simple remark 
may he likened to the uncanny feeling which would steal over 
us if, amid the noise and bustle of a modern city street, 
toTe were _suddenly to come upon an ancient relic-- ••• suddenly we 
rem.ember-t-hat on this spot where we now hasten to and 
fro about our business a si~ilar scene of life and activity 
prevailed two thousand years ago in Slightly different 
forms; sL~ilar passions ~oved mankind, and people were just 
as convinced as we are of the uniqueness of their lives. 
This is the impression that may very easily be left behind by -
a first acquaintance with the monuments of antiquity, and 
it seems to me that Fr·eud's reference to the Oedipus leeend 
is in every way comparable. Hhile still struggling 
with the confusing impressions of the infinite variability 
of the individual psyche, we suddenly catch a glimpse of the 
simplicity and grandeur of the Oedipus tragedy~ that peren
nial highlight of the Greek theatre. This broadening of our 
vision had about it something of a revelation. For our 
psychology. the ancient world has long since been sunk in 
the shadows of the past; in the. schoolroom one could scarcely 
repress a sceptical smile when one indiscreetly calculated 
the matronly age of Penelope or pictured to oneself 
the comfortable middle-aged appearance of Jocasta, and 
comically compared the result with the tragic tempests of 
eroticism that agitate the legend and drama. r.'e did not 
know then--and who knows even today?--that a man can have an 
unconscious, all-consuming passion for his mother which W4Y 
undermine and tragically complicate his whole life, so that the 
monstrous fate of Oedipus seems not one whit overdrawn. Rare 
and pathological cases like that of Ninon de Lenclos and her 
son are to remote from most of us to convey a living impression. 
But when we follow the paths traced out by Freud we gain a 
living knowledge of the existence of these possibilities, 
which, although too weak to compel actual incest, are yet 
sufficiently strong to cause very considerable psychic disturb
ances. i-le cannot, to begin with, admit such possibilities in 
ourselves without a feeling of moral revulsion, and without 
resistances which are only too likely to blind the intellect 
and render self-knowledge i~possible. But if we can succeed 
in descriminating between objective knowledge and emotional 







value-judgments, then the gulf that separates our age from 
antiquity is bridged over, and we realize with astonishment 
that Oedipus is still alive for us. The importance of this 
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realization should not be underestimated, for it teaches us that 
there is an identity of fundamental human conflicts 
which is independent of time and place. What aroused a feeling 
of horror in the Greeks still remains true, but it is true 
for us only i:f we give up the vain illusion that we are dif.
ferent~ , i.e., morally better, than the ancients. We have 
merely succeeded in forgetting that an indissoluble link binds 
us to the men of antiquity. This truth opens the way to an 
understanding of the classical spirit such as has never 
existed uefore--the way of inner sympathy on the one hand and 
of intellectual comprehension .on the other. By penetrating 
into the blocked subterranean passages of our own psyches 
we grasp the living meaning of classical civilization, 
and at the same time we establish a firm foothold out-
side our ·own culture from which alone it is possible 
to gain an objective understanding of its foundations. That 
at least is the hope we draw from the rediscovery of the 
immortality of the Oedipus proble.9 


Of course, it is not only Oedipus who still lives in us. Freud himself later 


found "Narcissus~: to be the best name for another eternally reappearing t.tay 


of being in the world. One could extend this and develop a mythologically- . 


based set of diagnost.tc categories. i-!e have heard already of Electra-
• 


complexes, and Orestes-complexes, one could go on to speak of a Pentheus-


complex, a Medea-complex, a Phaedra-complex. My own conviction is that the 


particularity of such descriptions, that they imply a plot and not just a 


person makes this potentially richer than the more abstract archetypal forms 


Jung more often named: Such as, persona, an~4, animus, Great mother, wise 


old · l~an. 


Yet the point of the mythological perspective on wadness is not really 


to provide us with yet another classificattory system, open to all the same 


modes of misuse as any other, but rather to help us see madness more accurately, 


to discern its rich variety and to see the wholeness, the pattern, inherent 
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in any particul~ madness. Recognition of the mythological pattern being 


re-enacted is important primarily b~cause it helps us see a "Who", a person 


in the madness, rather than just a set o~ symptoms. 


It also helps us see another "'riho", a god or goddess in the madness, 


for (as I noted above) to the Greeks madness never occurs spontaneously but 


always as a divine visitation. To understand Actaeon's madness we must con


sider Artemis' role, as Ajax's implies Athene and Hedea's Aphrodite. Yet 


the illumination provided by recognition of the divine aspect of madness is 


not to be taken as a new framework for etiological explanation. The gods 


and goddesses are integrally part of the experience, rather than external 


causes. The myth is the entire story: Heracles-and-Hera, Pentheus-and-


Dionysos, Orestes-and-the Furies. 


Yet it helps to know which divine being is at l-tork in a particular case 


because when we know who is driving us (or another) mad we may begin to 


understand to whom we must now attend, what divine being is insisting on 


the need for more conscious devotion. ~. R. Dodds descbibes how the search 


for the "Hho" become a central element in the psychotherapy of ~th century 


Athens. Diagnosis as practised by the Corybantes was based not on symptomology 


but rather on the patient's response to a particular ritual: "If the rites 


of a god X stimulated him and produced a catharsis, that showed that his 


trouble was due to X." Dodds quotes Plato's description in the Ion of 


patients participating in this mode of therapy: "They have a sharp ear for 


one tune only, the one that belongs to the god by whom they are possessed, 


and to that tune they respond freely with gesture and speech, while they 


ignore all other. "10 
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The homeopath!c assumption evident here is central to the mythological 


understanding of madness: the divine being who causes the affliction is 


the same one who can cure it. This follows of course from the notion that 


the madness is a call to attend to an ignored or devalued divine power. The 


madness is the beginning of a necessary re-orderine. Freud made the same 


point in his analysis of Schreber's paranoia: we need to learn to see that 


what we mistake for madness is really . an attempt at recovery; the real madness 


is the prepsychotic phase. 


There is another mythological assumption central to my reading of divine 


madness. Hhat the gods or goddesses do they also suffer. Aohrodite evokes 


love and is susceptible to it; Athene inspires prudent courage and herself 


reflects it; Art~ais. demands uncompromising devotion and herself displays it. 


Thus as we seek to comprehend the form of madness unique to each divine being 


it seems pertinent to look not only at the particular ways in which each af


flicts mortals but also how each hiiilself or herself models a particular mode 


of madness. vie see what each god wants from us as we see what provokes his 


or her attack. But we also discover who these gods truly are, what blessings 


they heJe to offer, only as we are willing to look at their dark sides, at 


tr~t in them which is in some way mad. 


Slater can see rradness as always produced by a goddess (or Dionysos) 


rather than by a male god in part because he ignores this dimension. For hL~ 


Hera's relation to madness is seen only in relation to what she inflicts on 


Heracles, Athamas, Ino, Dionysos; he does not really discuss the fact that 


the extravagant jealousy which leads her to those attacks and to her equally 


unrestrained persecution of Leto, Io, and Semele (to name but a . fe;o~ . of her 
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victims) is itself mad. From this second perspective, we could of course 


speak also of the madness modelled by the male gods: Zeus's power trip, 


Apollo's excessive rationality, Hermes' compulsive trickiness, and so forth. 


It may indeed be that these forms of madness are harder to recognize as mad; 


they seem more characterological than explosively eruptive; they are often 


given cultural validation. 


Nevertheless I will focus here on goddess-sent madness and leave the 


gods a~d their ~adness to another occasion. I choose here as I did in the 


dream to say to the gods, "'jou and I have been tl">.rough this before. It 


is time now for me to go in search of Her." 


I make this choice in part because I think it is too easy at this juncture 


in feminist history for us women to lay all the blame for our madness on the 


gods, on the madness of a ~o~orld' s being dominated by the masculine--and to 


w~nt to see only the benign aspects of the archetypal feminine, the goddesses. 


There is an enormous te~ptation to believe that the goddesses are seen as 


mad and mad-making only in the misogynist representations of Homer, Hesiod 


and the tragedians. Yet my research suggests that even in their more archaic 


forms the goddesses were seen to have a dark and fearsome and mad aspect--


as, given their chthonic character, we might expect. The goddesses were as


sociated with life and death, feast and famine, health and disease, growth 


and decay, peace and war , creativity and destruction--madness and sanity. 


Goddess-consciousness, as I understand it, means a profound accep~ance of 


ambivalence, of the necessary and inevitable interplay between dark and light, 


death and life. It also, I believe, means starting Hith the dark and in the 


dark--Persephone is goddess of spring because she is queen of the underworld, 
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the day begins at sunset, the month at the dark of the moon. To discover the 


kind of sanity or wisdom that each goddess represents means beginning with 


the particular form of madness she embodies. 


I would not want to deny that Hera and Aphrodite are pictured more negatively 


in the classical literature than in cult or other evidences of the aboriginal 


understanding. In Homer they are clearly less powerful, less healthy, less 


complex than th~y were archaicly. Each goddess has become a clearly dif


ferentiated, immediately recognizable, unique being. That each is seen as 


pathological relates to the diminuation of the full range of powers and at


tributes earlier associated wlth her. Part of their ~adness is simply being 


so much, ~ much, what they are: Artemis the self-sufficient solitude-loving 


virgin, Aphrodite the wile-weaving promiscuous seductress, Hera the unhappily 


-frustrated wife. (The same applies to the gods--they, too, are more dif


ferentiated from one another and in that sense mad-der tran in the preHomeric 


world.) But it is important also to acknowledge that Horner's diffe~entiat-


ing consciousness is genuinely mythological: it is that exaggerating conscious


ness which sees any entity as its o•Nn epitomep Artemis and Athene were already 


distinguishable earlier; Homer makes us see those distinctions more clearly. 


This distorts--and clarifies. Here the richly articulated variety df feminine 


energies is displayed--and, ~plicitly, here, too, we may discover the warn


ing: if one doesn't recognize one's relation to the full panoply--one is 


mad and may visibly~ mad. 


I am particularly interested in how the goddesses relate to the ways in 


which vTe women are and go mad. Yet I would not want to be read as suggesting 


that only the madness of women is goddess-sent. Indeed, Slater's reading is 


that the relation between agent and victim is predominantly contra-sexual: 
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the goddesses mostly drive men ~ad; women are driven ~ad by Dionysos. Be


cause his •~orking definition of madness in Greek mythology is narrower than 


~~~e , I cannot accept that .conclusion. But I do agree that men may go 


mad because of their dealings or misdealings with each of the goddesses: 


Athene is responsible for the madness of Ajax, Artemis for that of Broteas. 


Furthermore I believe that rr.en, too, may experience the kinds of madness the 


goddesses model: they too may be consumed with grief like Demeter's or with 


~ealousy like Hera's--and these visitations may be particularly difficult 


and rr~d~aking just because the victi~ may feel he is behaving like a wo~an. 


What I can speak of more authoritatively, however, is necessarily the 


ways in which the goddesses afflict us women. As always I begin with Persephone 


who remains for this spring-horn child the goddess who initiates me into the 


realm of the goddesses and the~ ways with us. I first knew Persephone as 


the innocent maiden who is abducted as she plays with her friends and taken 


into the underworld and I knew that (though she is eventually allowed to 


return to earth and is joyfully reunited with her mother) she is destined 


to return to the underworld each year. I felt close to Persephone because 


I felt I too knew what it is like to be periodically pulled away =rom myself 


into a dark place, into depressions that feel like death, and to long to 


get back. The sense of being abducted, taken away from myself 1 and having 


to endure that passively until some Hermes-like rescuer arrives, was the 


earliest for m of madness I knew. Yet because I had a sense of its periodicity, 


of how the down times were part of a cyclic pattern, I could understand them 


as analogous to the time that a seed rests in the earth gathering the nourish


ment that will allow it to come forth as grain when spring again comes around. 
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Thus the association of these times with Persephone lightened them for me. 


But the Greeks knew a darker truth about Persephone, a truth I too eventually 


came to know. For Persephone is not only the maiden periodically taken away 


who passively endures her time in Hades. She is herself the queen of the 


underworld, who comes to love her dark consort, and whose real home is there. 


(There are no myths which tell of anyone arriving in Hades and finding her 


absent.) Thus Persephone leads us to something more difficult than the accept-


ance of periodic cycles of depression. She represents a willingness to 


embrace being pulled away from self as having its own meaning, a life-giving 


meaning, not as time out from real living. All the fears we have of geniunely 


transformative experience, of really dying to the self we have been, are con-


stellated in her. To let go of our fears of the underworld and our negative 


eval'lation of underv;orld experience.--that really feels crazy. She is that 


mo~ent Jung car. still date precisely more than fortyfive years later~when 


he let himself drop. The Eleusinian rites in honor of Persephone (as Sophocles 


described thew) represented an initiation into the underworld which transforms 


one's relation to it: "Thrice happy are those of mortals who having seen 


these rites depart for P.ades; for to them alone is it granted to hav~ found 


life there; to the rest all there is evil.;'.~ But we who live in a world 


where that ritual initiation is no longer available will probably only discover 


the life-giving quality of Hades in a more traumatic•, ~ fearful, involuntary 
ct~ 


way. 01ore as Persephone herself does than her devotees do.) Only an ab-
A . 


duction into Hades finally brings us to realize it is more mad to resist, 


more deadly to be transfixed by the fear of dying. To choose this realm will 


al~~ys seem mad to those who have not experienced this transvaluation. Recall 
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interests." She refuses to accept the loss and is completely ready to let 


the world die. "In grief the world becomes poor and empty,."12 as indeed it 


does when Demeter mourns: 


Then the blond Demeter 
installed herself there, 


far away from 
all the happy gods~ 


she stayed there, 
wasting away 
with- longing 


for her daughter 
in her low dress. 


And she made this 
the most terrible year 


On this earth 
th4t feeds so many, 
and the most cruel. 


The earth 
did not take seed 


that year, 
for Demeter 


in her beautiful brown 
conce a.Jed it. 


And the cattle 
many times 


pulled 
their bent ploughs 


in vain 
over the land, 


and many times 
the white barley 


fell 
uselessly 


upon the earth. 
And in fact 


she would have wiped out 
the whole race 
of talking men 


with a painful f amine, 
and deprived 


theses who live on Olympos 
of the glorious honor 


of of ferings and sacrifices.13 


Her mourning is truly divine in its extrava gance--and mad. De~eter's madness 
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is one that those of us who have given ourselves so totally to a loved other 


that we have lost our sense of who we are apart from that love will easily 


recognize. Her sense of unendurable and meaningless loss issues in a felt 


loss of self, and, paradoxically, in unceasing self-indulgence. 


The madness of Hera has some of the same te~e sf extravagance attached 


to it. She longs for deep fulfilling committed relationship with another and 


cannot bear to have this longing unfulfilled. Thus she is represented as 


defined in her very being by her rage at Zeus's betrayal of that longing--


a betrayal as mythically inevitable as Persephone's rape or Demeter's loss. 


He know Hera's madness when we feel ourselves consumed by an unremitting 


jealousy that aims to destroy all that reminds us of our unfulfillment 


rather than to seek fulfillment in ourselves. It is not even Zeus himself 


who mcst bears the brunt of her jealousy., which is directed instead at the 


w~men he seduces, (Leta, Semele, Ino) and at their sons, (Heracles, Dionysos) 


and at her own sor.s and daughters. The effects of Hera's possessiveness are 


evident in the heroic madness of Heracles endlessly performing one L~possible 


task after another at her behest. Ares and Hephaestus represent the madness 


she imposes on her sons: one, the self-defeating aggressive delighter in 


violence for its own sake who is f.ated by the gods; the other the gentle and 


skillful but impotent and crippled artisan whom they mock. She consumes 


Hebe and Eilytheia, too,--daughters who are little more than shadow versions 
a\?D 


of herself. We live touched by Hera's madness when the Furies of another 


" 
~~man's jealousy are directed against us. To experience that and thereby 


to discover how unwittingly--that is, unconsciously--~.;e l'>ave so destroyed 


another's \olell-being that she has gone mad may send us mad ourselves and 
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may lead us to a forced confrontation with sides of ourselves we cannot bear 


to see. 


Remember, I am not saying the pathology is all there is to Hera. Every 


archetj~e has its creative and its pathological aspect; I have ~Titten at 


length elsewhere about the gifts of the goddesses, including Hera. I am 


stressing the importance of recognizing their dark side because it may help 


us toward a better understanding of our O'Nn wounds and destructiveness. To 


see the mythological representation may perhaps make possible experiencing 


the rradness implicit in these archetypal patterns vicariously and thus be 


released from having literally to be taken over by it. The Greeks believed 


that to ~, as t he audience at the Dionyian theatre sees or as the partici-


pants in the mystery cult rituals see, is to be pulled so deeply into pity 


and terror tha~ a catharsis may occur. Hera may carry scme of our jealousy 


for us--rather than forcing us to carry hers. 


It is easy to see the madness of Hera because our culture has difficulty 


in admitting the other side. It is less easy with Athene 11abcut whom feH 


if any un·..,orthy tales are told." Yet surely there is something mad about a 


father-boundness which leads her to deny all dependence on feminine origins: 


There is no mother anywhere who gave me birth, 
and, but for marriage, I am always for the male 
with all my heart, and strongly on my father's side.14 


We need to recall a~ that Athene's other face, the one she wears on her breast, 


is that of the Gorgon Medusa whose visage is so terrifying that those who see 


it are turned into stone. When Athene wears the gorgonhead it conveys the 


dark sources of her power, but does not destroy or petrify~ ~ she uses the 


blood caueht from ~·1edusa ' s dripping neck to heal. In Athene a power which 
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is potentially destructive is presented in its creative transformed aspects. 


She ~ay strike Teiresias blind. when he comes upon her naked, but she then 


gives him supernormal powers: second sight and the capacity for creative 


thinking even in Hades. She deludes Ajax into thinking that the cattle he 


slaughters are the fellow Greeks (Agamemnon, Henelaus and Odysseus) he seeks 


to murder because he feels they have treated him unfairly; she drives him 


mad in order to prevent the killing. (Not that Ajax hilnself understands his 


hallucinatory state as a blessing; when he realizes what he has done, he is 


so ashaned tr~t he eventually kills himself.) , 
The madness of Artemis is integrally connected to the singular purity 


of her chastity. She has no patience with those who violate her privacy nor 


with those who allow themselves to be violated. The fleeing one is, absolutely 


inevitably, she who slays those l-lho pursue too relentlessly or these who 


allow therr.selves to be caught. The punishment is loss of self since it is' 


in one ;elfness that is in question. Actaeon who comes upon her nakedly 


ac 11 
bathle'1jbecomes a stag·, Callisto .who succumbs to Zeus' seduct<>P>; a bear. Both 


lose the power of human communication. Artemis is t!1e solitary 1-dlderness 


she inhabits. To stay sane there instead of becoming anbal is tricky indeed. 


something perhaps only a goddess can accomplish. 


That Aphrodite is connected to divine madness most would acknowlPdge - ) 
though the temptation is to emphasize the sunny joyous side of being taken 


over by love. But Helen of Troy knows the ambivalence inherent in being 


possessed by this goddess who pulls us away from all other commitments and 


allegiances : 







I grieved for the madness that Aphrodite 
bestowed when she led me there away from my own dear country 
forsaking my daughter~ my b~dchamber~ and my husband.15 
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It is Aphrodite who inspires Pasephae with love for a bull and leads Myrrh 


to seduce her own father. She fills Phaedra with a passionate longing for her 


stepson she herself knows is madness but cannot resist: 


When the madness I have described is that represented by the goddess her-


self it is always balanced by a mode of health, of creative beine. Each of 


the goddesses represents a way of being mad as she represents a way of loving, 


a ~~y of knowing, a way of fighting. As Walter Otto showed us each of the 


Greek divinities represents a whole but singular world. 
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None of them represents a single virtue, none is to be en
countered in only one direction of teeming life; each desires to 
feel, shape and illumine the whole compass of human 
existence with his peculiar spirit •••• Its special char
acteristic is always the signature of a world complete in 
itself. Each represents a wholly different, but a whole 
world.17 


In goddesses that can co-exist simultaneously which in mortals is experienced 


sequentially. A goddess is at all tines all that she is--infant and adult• 


virgin and mother, mad and sane. Artemis is eternally the newborn daughter 


helping her mother with her twinbrother's birth and that brother's companion 


in the hunt; Hera is at once virgin, wife, and separated one. 


wnen humans are struck with divine ~adness in Greek mythology the story 


is d:fferent: Their madness excludes sanity. It is divine in part because 


it is all encompassing--and often in the tragedies, especially those of 


..... . 'd t ' . ~Or~ • f. 11 1 ff h A h LUr~pl es, nere lS no cure. estes lS 1na y et o w en t ene 


intervenes. Years o~ lonely wandering bring Oedipus to a point where he can 


at last die in peace. Both stories represent the transfor~ation of the Furies 


into the Eumenides,--the consoling ones, and suggest that if one stays with 


the inflicting agents long enough their trans~ormative power may be released. 


But the "cures" (like the madness itself) are divine mysteries. 


And mostly there are no cures. In the myths about those who suffer 


from Hera's jealousy, 


are no reprieves. As 


Artemis' merciless judgment, Aphroditic pass~on, there 


kti'V\ 
Robam observed long ago, though Eros may triamph in 


fairytales, in myths it is Thanatos that wins out. This is real madness that 


Greek mythology describes, not just the bad trip that we know will soon wear 


off, the bad dream out of which we can awaken. The divine power that inflicts 


the madness is a power that can enter human lives creatively, but is here 
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sho~~ working destructively because too long denied or taken lightly. That 


the agent of ~adness is a repressed aspect of the victim is most unforgettably 


represented by the relation between Pentheus and Dionysos in Euripides' 


The Eacchae. Bennett Simon describes it thus: 


Let us first conside~ the madness of Pentheus. It is 
shoWn step by step to take place in an interpersonal process. 
Dionysus, the other "person" in this process, embodies the 
urges for release, the yearnings for ecstatic orgy, the repressed 
sexuality, .and the warded-off, dreaded wishes to be feminine. 
Further, one sees Dionysus's power not only as he tempts 
the repressed prurient and voyeuristic side of Pentheus 
but as he stimulates wishes even more strenuously denied--
the wish of the mighty tyrant to be a small baby nursing in 
his mothe~'s arms or safely absorbed inside the mother.18 


The play is overwhelming because it presents so vividly the ambiguity of what 


constitutes madness and what sanity. Pentheus goes mad because of what he 


has tried to deny . Every god must be given his due. But there is no miti-


gation of Dionysos' cruelty or vengefulness in Euripides' representation. 


There is no celebration of madness in this play--only a ~~ning of the near 


im?cssibility of discovering and maintaining a balance between renression 


and possession. It is frightening--because it rings true. 


Though in the myths the mortals are mad or sane, youthful or mature, 


represented from the perspecti~e of a linear temporality, we know that .there 


is a sense in which for us too, and not only for the gods, we may be both 


at once. -v;e know that in the unconscious there is no· . time, that the child 


we were co-exists with the adult ·..re are, tl"-.at in ou~ dreams l-Ye· rr.a:,• be mad 


while in waking life we appear sane--and that the fears and ~antasies of 


nightmare sometimes appear unexpectedly but inescapabl' during the day. 


Not all of us go certifiably mad, yet all of us, I'd agree vrith Hillman, ex 


perience the fear of · going mad as primally as we do fantasies of growth 
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and health. All of us have moments when we know we are mad and we tend to 


experience such moments mythologically--that is we imaginally transform them 


wo~?'...-
into their ~ potential. Such moments introduce us to dark forces in the 


denths which seem ready to overwhe.lm us forever. All of us have some experience 


of r.4dness. ~ut, once more: I am talking about our most fearful, really 
( 


terrifyine moments, the moments when we really feel we've lost ~ all, momen~s 


when we know that's the r~l truth. I am not talking about madness as the 


highest high of all. 


Divine nadness attacks us in a variety of ways, because there are dif-


ferent goddesses at work. It may be that at different times a different one 
w•\t 
~keep reappearing .because we still have not learned to pay her attention. 


The fe2r of loss of control 2l!, very strong. !~adness is scary. So even when 


He think we have learned how much we constrict, how much we lose, how much 


we risk, by being in control--my guess is most of us try to reinstate control. 


(Though the illusion that the Titans or giants or goddesses cen ever be sub-


dued for good is, of course, also r.adness, the ~adness of Zeus.) 


Yet I believe- we can learn to bless those appearances of the goddesses 


that remind us that they are alw~ys present, that the ego is never really 


master in its own house. The illusion of ego-rrastery, and the constriction 


of self it represents, is what Soprates meant by "man rrade sanity", an 


always fra gile alid inherently inferior made of consciousness. To see madness 


as a gift of the gods and goddesses is not to abr~gate responsibility for our 


lives; indeed I would see it as an enhancement of res?Onsibility. It brings 
/ 


us to acknowledge the importance of learning to respo~d to, attend to, those 


powers that work in and through us, nowers that can bring creation or destruction. 
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for the Greeks it was not a sign of psychosis to see divine beings intervening 
v)a~ ~\\- ~ \::c 


in our psychic life: rather it 1::. rradness to ignore their presence. The 


gods intervene not only in our boundless jealous or mindless grief; they are 


also the source of ener~J strength, courage, insight restraint, of every 


rateful decision and every inrier transformation. For Socrates even reason 


was "an active manifestation of deity in human being." The point of divine 


madness is to teach us that these divine beings are always present. We seem 


to learn that only when forced to--and seem to need to learn it over and 


over again. Madness introduces us to the "Who"s at work in our soul. 


Socrates could see madness as blessing because he knew the Who's-~nd so 


prophecy could ~ean insight rather than sohpsistic babble, ritual ecstasy 


could mean creative release from egoic isolation rather than orgiastic 


frenzy • the :1uses v;ould inspire poetry not a formless outpouring of imagery 11 


Aphrodite and Eros v:ould lead toWa.rd an appreciation of harmony and beauty 


not a wallowing in bestial lust. 


Tr.e real h<adness, so he taught, is not to know oneself--one's selves, 


Christine Downing 
San Diego State University 
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TO KEEP US IMAGINING: THE CHILD 


Of childhoods I have so many 
that I would get lost counting them. 1 Arnoux 


As all of these essays have sought to communicate, the goddesses are so 


"original ~ that a new wodd is born with each: 


Though (the gods) are present all the time, the 
mythologems which unfold in narrative form what is 
contained in the figures of the gods are always set 
in a primordial time ••• Mythology tells 2f the 
origins or at least of what originally was. 


Mythology has to do with origins, arche', primary patterns, with worlds as they 


are coming into appearance and thus with epiphanies. Kerenyi suggests that the 


divine child in the god or goddess comes to the fore as part of the god's 


3 ephiphany, its showing itself in its primal essence. Thus the goddesses as 


appearing, as coming into being, will be manifest in their child form. 


This recalls me once again to that dark cave in which I felt myself so 


palpably in "Her" presence but unable to discern her shape. A few days after 


I had had that dream, I found myself still occupied with it, still disappointed 


that I had not been able to see the goddess who was so evidently there. So, 


using \-Jhat Jung calls "active imagination," I re-entered the underground cavern, 


hoping this time to stay until she would come into view. I waited and waited 


in the darkness. Again I felt her presence all about me, but again could not 


see her. Then I happened to look down at the earthen floor immediately before 


me. There, peacefully slumbering, lay an infant whom I somehow knew to be a 


girl child. I can easily feel myself back in the cave, looking with astonished 
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delight and recognition at this baby girl. To catch the goddess appearing is 


to catch her in her child form. 


It seems obvious in retrospect that in the womb-like caveJdivinity would 


appear in the form of a child -- and obvious that at the end of all these 


reflections on the goddesses I would need to return to the child~ as embodying 


an aspect of the goddesses which needs more explicit consideration than I have 


hitherto given it. To look at the goddesses as children -- and as giving birth 


to children who are in some sense themselves is subtly and yet essentially 


different from looking at them as mothers. We need to separate the mother


child mythologem~ to see the child as a distinct archetype, related not only 


to mother but to nurse and grandmother, father and teacher~ brother and sister 


but~ first of all~ as simply: the child~ the newly appearing one. To look at 


the goddesses as they first appear, full of potentiality and yet already wholly 


themselves~ is perhaps especially appropriate for us to whom the ·goddesses are 


new, just beginning to emerge into being. 


I know it is singularly appropriate for me for whom the child has been the 


form in which the divine has most self-evideritly and spontaneously appeared in 


my imaginal lifetifhat the divine~ I have known more assuredly through these 


epiphanies than through any other experience. Certainly the appearance of the 


child in that cave felt like a miracle. I say that I recognized her, as indeed 


I did, though I had not been sure I would ever see again ihis child who had 


first appeared in a dream years earlier. The dream presented me ~ith a beautiful 


baby daughter who lived in a room in our house which I only rarely entered 


(though in waking life this was the room that was most entirely my own). Yet 


whenever I would go to her she would be awake and well and utterly delighted 


to see me. I remember picking her up and holding her and then laying her down 
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to change her diaper. She looked up at me with a smile on her face and a look 


in her eye \<Jhich clearly communicated, 11 We both knm<~ it is really I \'lho take 


care of you. 11 I woke from that dream with a sense of joyous fulfillment I had 


never before known. I felt, she really~ there and she does take care of me. 


I sensed her room to be the numinous secret chamber I had first entered in my 


childhood dreams; her crib now occupying the center ' . 
occ.. ...... t' cc.\ by 


once . a treasure 


chest or golden throne. When exactly the same dream re· cured only a few months 
'---" 


later, I began to wonder what it might mean. 11 I guess I'll know the third time," 


I told my husband. Sure enough, eventually there was a third time, but this 


time the dream was different. It began as before: although she was mostly left 


to take care of herself, whenever I came to my beautiful baby daughter she was 


vibrantly alive, blessedly content. But then one day as I came into her room 


and walked toward the crib, it seemed to be empty. Fearfully I approached more 


closely and still found no sign of the lovely child. Then in the farthest 


corner of the crib I saw a small shriveled bit of flesh, the size of a thumb 


or a flaccid penis. I have neglected her too long, I knew. As tenderly, as 


carefully, as gently as I have ever done anything, I picked up the lifeless little 


thing, hoping that perhaps it was not quite dead after all. I carried it to the 


sink and let some lukewarm water run over it. Hoping And then I awoke . 


In the intervening years from time to time I had felt that somewhere this 


magic child \'las still alive but I had not seen her again until she lay before me 


in the underground cave. 


But a few months earlier I had had a strange sense of in some way being 


that child, reborn. I was standing at the edge of the Pacific with seaweed 


swirling about my feet. As I moved in to the shore I suddenly felt myself to 


be Aphrodite 
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emerging for the first time and yet full grown 


from the sea. I see now that , if the child shrivelled up in the cr i b and the 


child in the cave are indeed one, she too is Aphrodite, born of the unattached 


phallus after its immersion in the water. Kerenyi's sense that the emerging 


child goddess first appears as Aphrodite seems confirmed in my own experience: 


The mythologem of the emergence of the child god out of the 
original condition of things is, in Greece, connected with 
two divinities, Eros and Aphrodite • • • The image of the 
foam- born goddess puts the idea of genesis and timeless 
beginning as succinctly, as perfectly as only the language 
of mythology can • • . The phallus is the child, and the 
child - Aphrodite - an external stimulus to further 
procreation. • • From the high sea, stepping out of a 
mussel-shell, borne along by the wind and received by the 
gaily clad goddess of earth, Aphrodite Anadyomene arrives . 
Botticelli's picture helps us, as modern men, to conjure up 
the viston of Anadyomene. And she must be conjured up if 
we want to understand the g~ddesses of the Greeks. She is 
the closest to the origins. . 


Certainly I knew from her first appearance that the dream child was a 


divine child. I do not know anymore whether I had already read Jung's essay, 


"The Psychology of the Child Archetype" or Bachelard's ''Reveries Toward 


Childhood" but all that they write of "child" as signifying as yet unrealized 


potentialities of the self is congruent with my intuitive appreciation of the 


meaning of my dream child. I understand, too, why Jung affirms that images 


representing the archetype of the self and those embodying the archetype of 


the divine are functionally indistinguishable. She was in some sense "me" 


yet she was undeniably a numinous sacred being. 


The rediscovery of a child still alive in us, the recovery of the child's 


imaginal view of the world, may be regarded as the beginning of all depth 


psychology. When Freud realized, "I am Oedipus," he recognized his identity 
..-


with the mythical child's exaggerated feeling of passionate love for his 


mother and parricidal jealousy of his father. The feeling tone and the contents 
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of those childhood emotions were still present in the adult man. Indeed, the 


childhood so important to depth psychology is never that of the actual child 


but that of the adult, composed as much of fantasy, imagination, as of literal 


fact. Freud learned that>when he found , that the 


childhood seductions reported by his hysterical patients had never "really" 


happened. Bachelard says that our remembrances of childhood take place "at 


the frontier between history and legend." 


These images which arise from the depths of our childhood 
are not really memories. In order to evaluate all their 
vitality, a philospher would have to be able to develop 
all the dialectics that are summed up too ~uickly in the 
two vwrds "imagi nation 11 and "memory". • • The soul and 
the mind do not have the same memory • • • In order to 
force the past, when forgetfulness is hemming us in, poets 
engage us in reimagining the lost childhood. They teach 
us "the audacities of the memory." One poet tells us the 
past must be invented: Invent. There is no loss feast 


At the bottom of memory. 


Yet, as Bachelard sees, the relation between imagination and memory is 


dialectical. Our images of childhood are not unrelated to our memories of our 


own early years or to our experiences of our biological children. I know 


that the soul-child is related to my own actual childhood. I experience her 


as pulling me consciously to take on the child's perspective again, to feel 


my identity with the child in the crib, with her happiness and her abandon
-tk rt-c-A-"· 


ment, and not only with .the responsible and neglectful mother. She forces me 


" to remember that when I was a child I was literally abandoned (by a father, 
tuiA \C..~ 


not a mother) -- a child~s truth the adult in me (who was present very early) 
" 


has always denied since it was Hitler's "fault" no t my father's. 


' I 


The dream-child 


also reminds me that t he child who was myself was already bac k then in touch 
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with the divine child, the imaginal child (as many children are). From the 


age of two at least until I went to school, the most important "other" in my 


life was a purely imaginary child (not a doll) whom I tended and nursed. 


I have come to see the child's own relation to the archetype of the child 


as singularly important. Bachelard suggests: 


To understand our attachment to the world, it is ncessary 
to add a childhood, our childhood, to each archetype. We 
cannot love water, fire, the tree without putting a love 
into them, a friendship which goes back to our childhood. 
We love them with childhood. 


I have found this is true for me: I still know the goddesses most intimately, 


most immediately, as I knew them as a child: Persephone~ as the very young 


maiden my mother spoke of, a figure much younger than that represented at the 


beginning of the Homeric Hymn, more like myself at some preschool birthday 


with a wreath of spring flowers in my hair; Athene, as the intelligent and 


athletic girl, proudly encouraged in all her activities by her devoted father; 


Hera, as my own youthfully blooming mother. Yes, I love those goddesses with 


my childhood and that early love enables me to love them with my adult 


womanhood as well, and to love even those aspects which the child did not know 


and would have turned away from. 


Yet we need to add not only our own childhoods to each of these goddesses 


in order to understand them fully, we must also add their own. For her child-


form is not a stage that a goddess outgrows but a perennial aspect. 


Each goddess has a childhood that is uniquely her own 
'I 


and which shows her in the full perfection of her powers and outward form, 


and each of these childhoods can be brought into relation to our own. For, as 


Bachelard so beautifully reminds us: 







When, all alone and dreaming on rather at length, we go 
far from the present to relive the times of the first life, 
several childhood faces come to meet us. We were several 
in the trial life (la viE essay~e), in our primitive life • 
Ot);<'\'lhole childhood remains to be reimagined ... A 
potential childhood is within us, \'/hen we go looking for it 
in our reveries, we relive it even more in its possibilities 
than in its reality ••• What a lot of beings we have begun! 
What a lot of lost springs which have, nevertheless, flowed! 
Reverie toward our past then, reverie looking for childhood 
seems to being back to 1 i fe 1 i ves \-Jhi ell have never taken 
place, lives which have been imagined.e 
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Reveries looking for childhood return us not only to imaginings about 


our own past but also to our memories of our children's births and early 


years. I know it was important to me to be asked by a student with whom 


I had shared the dream sequence about the child in the crib, "Why couldn't 


that be about your actual children?" I realized then that, of course, one 


of the reasons the child has been such a primary image in my dreams is that 


being pregnant, giving birth, nursing, weaning, caring for young children has 


been so important in my everyday waking life. Naturally this aspect of my daily 


existence would provide the material cause of my dreams, \'IOuld serve as "residue." 


My concerns about my children, my delight in them, my sense of fulfillment within 


the role _of mother, my guilt about my inadequacies all would, of course, be 


reflected in my dreams and used to express other anxieties and hopes. When I 


was carrying my first child I experienced the fetus growing within as my body's 


dream • . The most perfect moment of my life was that in which I first held that 


eldest son in my arms. It was he who made me a mother: 


Little heart, little heart 
You have sung in me like the spiral 
You, who gave birth to this mother older-bud, 
comprehend, for how much longer? my mysteries. ~ 


I know that looking honestly at the divine child must mean confronting the 
' . 


j'-\ '=' .... 
archetyp~ldimensions of my relation to my actual sons and daughters as coming 


.)}. 
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to terms with Hera involved in part a revaluation of my relation to mother 


and husband, a disentangling of the personal and archetypal and a recognition 


of how that isn't fully possible. Athene had called upon me to re-examine 


my relation to my father, Ariadne to a lover, Artemis and Aphrodite to my 


sister and closest women friends. 


The relation between the archetypal image and the actual others present in 


our lives always goes both ways. That I had five children at all is clearly 


evidence of the power the child archetype held for me. They were literalization 


and realization. They are expressions both of what is most healthy in me and 


most pathological, what was most whole in my marriage and most incomplete. I 


wanted sons and had four, wanted a daughter and had one. She was the gift 


child, the child of joy, perhaps cs like as any human child could be to the 


divine child of the dreams. I believe that there is a sense in which all 


children need the love of someone for whom they are a miracle as Emily was for 


the mother in Tillie Olsen's 11 1 Stand Here Ironing: 11 


She was a beautiful baby. She blew shining bubbles of sound. 
She loved motion, loved light, loved color and music and 
textures. She would lie on the floor in her blue overalls 
patting the floor so hard in ecstasy her hands and feet would 
blur. She was a miracle to me, but when she was eight months 
old I had to leave her daytimes with the woman downstairs to 
whom she was no miracle at all, for I worked or looked for 
work and for Emily's father, who 11 Could no longer endure .. 10 (he \'/rote in his good-bye note) "sharing want with us." 


Yet our actual children cannot be asked to carry the full weight of the 


archetype of the divine child any more than our mothers can carry that of the 


mother archetype. As Jung reminds us the archetype has a cosmic transhuman 


aspect: 


The mythological idea of the child is emphatically not a 
copy of the empirical child but a symbol clearly recog
nizable as such: it is a wonder-child, a divine child, 







begotten, born, and brought up in quite extraordinary 
circumstances. The mythological "child" has 
various forms: now a god, giant, Tom Thumb, animal, 
etc., and this points to a causality that is anything 
but rational or concretely human. 11 
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Kereyni, too, recognizes the importance of not tying the archetype too closely 


to human childood: 


In the image of the Primoridal Child the world tells of 
its own childhood, and of everything that sunrise and the 
birth of a child mean for, and say about, the world. The 
childhood and orphan's fate of the child gods have not 
evolved from the stuff of human life, but from the stuff 
of cosmic life. What appears to be biographical in 
mythology is, as it were, an anecdote that the world 1 ~ 
relates from its own biography. 


The archetype of the child has to do with the wonder of all beginnings anc 


the wonder of all beginning again. We are led by it to imagine being in the 


world as on the first day of creation, seeing the world for the first time . 


The child embodies and encourages spontaneity and joy, imagination and 


celebration: 


"I am cherry alive," the little girl sang, 
"Each morning I am something new: 
I am apple, I am plum, I am just as excited 
As the boys who made the Hallowe'en bang: 
I am tree, I am cat, I am blossom too: 
When I like, if I like, I can be someone new, 
Someone very old, a witch in a zoo: 
I can be someone else whenever I think who, 
And I want to be everything sometimes too: 
And the peach has a pit and I know that too, 
and I put it in along with everything 
To make the grown-ups laugh whenever I sing: 
and I sing: It is true; It is untrue; 
I know, I know, the true is untrue, 
The peach has a pit, the pit has a peach: 
And both may be wrong when I sing my song, 
but I don't tell the grown-ups: because it is sad, 
And I want them to laugh just like I do 
Because they grew up and forgot what they knew 
And they are sure I will forget it some day too. 
They are wrong. They are wrong. When I sang my song, I knew, I 


knew! 







I am red~ I am gold, I am green, I am blue. l3 
I wi 11 crl ways be me~ I wi 11 a h1ays be new!" 
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Otto Rank's The Nyth of the Birth of the Hero \'las the first depth 


psychological interpretation of the mythologem of the divine child~ though 


(as his title acknowledges) his attention is directed more to the birth and 


infancy of mythological heroes than gods and entirely to male figures. His 


careful analysis of fifteen myths and legends leads to this description 


of the typical pattern: 


The hero is the child of most distinguished parents, 
usually the son of a king. His origin is preceded 
by difficulties, such as continence, or prolonged 
barrenness, or secret intercourse of the parents due 
to external prohibition or obstacles. During or before 
the pregnancy, there is a prophecy, in the form of a 
dream or oracle, cautioning against his birth, and 
usually threatening danger to the father (or his 
representative). As a rule, he is surrendered to the 
water, in a box. He is then saved by animals, or by 
lowly people (shepherds), and is suckled by a female 
animal or by an humble woman. After he has grown up, 
he finds his distinguished parents, in a highly 
versatile fashion. He takes his revenge on his father, 
on the one hand, and is acknowledged, on the other. 14 Finally he achieves rank and honors. 


Rank understands myth formation as deriving from the individual faculty of 


imagination, a faculty "found in its active and unchecked exuberance only in 


childhood." Thus he believes the myths about the child may reflect the child's 


imaginal view of his world or, (as he suggests later in his essay) perhaps 


myths are created by adults by means of "retrograde childhood fantasies, the 


hero being credited with the mythmaker's personal infantile history." Rank 


derives the myths from the necessity of the child's separation fromthe parents, 


his ambivalence toward them, and the tendency to over-value the experiences of 


our earliest years. He understands the myths about a heroic childhood as 


being created mostly to compensate for the disillusions and hurts of the 
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mythmaker's actual childhood and (even more) of his adult life. He focuses 


on the child's disappointment in his father's failure to be the great and 


powerful man he at first seemed and on the child's sense of being neglected. 


Thus the myth expresses the child's anger and represents an attempt at revenge 


and retaliation. The child projects his own desire to repudiate his father 


on to the noble father who in the myth is represented as abandoning him. At 


the same time through the "family romance" of adoption, he announces that the 


insignificant father with whom he now lives ~annot possibly be his ''real" 


father. The mythmaker imagines a heroic child who is able to revolt success-


fully against the father. "The ego can only find its own heroism in the days 


of infancy," albeit that heroism too is illusory. Thus Rank sees the myths about 


the heroic child as deriving from the adult's sense of failure at not being a 


hero and from his longing to start anew, to be a child who is heroic and noble 


and successful. The adult elaborates a fantasy by which the child was already 


seized; the child and adult share in this imaginal view of the child as hero.lS'" 


Rank's last pages imply a compassionate recognition of the pathology 


evident here, empathy for the deep wounds that these imaginings about childhood 


are intended to heal. However, Rank never moves beyond interpreting the myths 


as derivative of individual (though not idiosyncratic) personal history; he 


never tries to explore (as Jung does) how our personal experiencing is itself 


given shape by archetypal patterns. Jung's very different approach allows him 


to celebrate the archetype of the child because it enables us to imagine whole-


ness and happiness. His focus is on this imaginal capacity rather than on those 


hurts \'Jhich impel us to turn to fantasy. Thus his "phenomenology of the child 


archetype" differs significantly from Rank's and yet many of the same motifs 


appear: 
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Miraculous birth: Since the birth of the divine is "a psychic genesis, 


everything must happen non-empirically, e.g., by means of a virgin birth, or 


my miraculous conception, or by birth from unnatural organs." 


Abandonment: "'Child' means something evolving toward independence. 


Thus it cannot do without detaching itself from its origins; abandonment is 


therefore a necessary condition, not just a concomitant symptom." 


Invincibility: "It is a striking paradox in all child myths that the 


'child' is on the one hand delivered helpless into the power of terrible 


avenues and in danger of continual extinction, while on the other he 


possesses powers far exceeding those of ordinary humans (The child) 


is a personification of vital forces quite outside the limited range of our 


conscious mind; of ways and possibilities of which our one-sided conscious 


mind knows nothing; a wholeness which embraces the very depths of nature." 


Hermaphroditism: "The majority of cosmogoni c gods are of a bi sexua 1 


nature. The hermaphrodite means nothing less than a union of the strongest 


and most striking opposites." 


As Beginning and End: "The 'child' is all that is abandoned and exposed 


and at the same time divinely powerful; the insignificant, dubious beginning, 


and the tri umpha 1 end." 1 b 


Jung does relate the child archetype to individual psychology but quite 


differently from Rank. The mytheme is not seen as disguised representation of 


personal infancy; rather he sees the archetypal pattern as prefiguring the 


process by which an adult moves toward individuated consciousness. At the 


beginning of this process the patients typically identify themselves as 


abandoned, misunderstood, unjustly treated children. This is followed by ~ 


stage of inflation which focuses on the patient's extraordinary pm'lers 
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(accompanied by a shadow or negative inflation which focuses on their heroic 


suffering). Only then does it become possible to separate the conscious self 


from the unconscious images and to shift the center of the personality from 


the ego to the self. The emergence of the child archetype is thus here viewed 


as making possible an authentic healing and not only a spurious one. 


Jung, like Rank, is speaking though of the archetype of the male child. 


Clearly the child archetype has profound meaning for all of us, men and \-tomen 


alike; yet I believe the image of the divine child inevitably figures differently 


in the lives of women than in the lives of men. Hillman takes note of this 


possibility (though he does not seem to know quite what to make of it): 


The child is one of the faces -- not stages -- of the God, 
one of his ways of being • • • Perhaps I speak now of men, 
and the image in which they are made since curiously we do 
not have comparable images of a Child Athene, a Child 1 ~ Aphrodite, a Child Hera or Demeter. i 


Why it it that the childhoods of the goddesses are less accessible? 


What can we discover about those childhoods? How can that illuminate our 


experience of having been female children, of still carrying our female 


childhood within us, of having given birth to female children? How is our 


femaleness shaped by our finding ourselves essentially related to a female 


divine child? or, rather, to several female divine children? 


That the childhood of the goddesses is mostly obscured, lost or denied 


in the classical literature is itself significant. That they appear in their 


maiden form rather than in their child form means that they are given to us 


as \iill ~'ltrl by that adolescent consciousness which 11 puts a barrier to the 


childhood waiting to be relived ... l\( To go in search of their childhoods 


is to go in search of their archaic history, before they were so clearly 


defined in relation to a particular life-stage as they seem to be on Olympus. 
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To go in search of their childhoods is also to go in search of our o~tm. 


I have a sense that theremay be more direct acceptance of the sadness 


and pain, the vulnerabilities and weaknesses, inherent in childhood in the 


mythological accounts of the child goddesses than in those devoted to the 


child gods or heroes -- less denial, less fantasy. 


Yet the fantasy element seems evident in the myth of Persephone ' s 


childhood. Clearly, this representation of a primal dyad between mother and 


daughter, not broken into by a father or siblings, could fairly be called "a 


family romance." As though those blissful first weeks at the breast could be 


prolonged forever. The father is the most royal and powerful imaginable but 


he never appears, so the mother never turns away fromthe child and is never 


disparaged. This is truly a divine childhood, and though Persephone outwardly 


becomes a maiden she remains this dreamy self-enclosed child. 


But Demeter's own childhood is different, spent within her father's 


alone, with the other four children ht:. swallowed as soon as they ~ttere born. 


Robbed of a connection to her birth from birth, it is no wonder that she tries 


to create a fantasy bond with her daughter, no wonder that she overidentifies 


with her, seeks to give her the childhood she was herself denied. No wonder 


either that she is childish (not harmoniously childlike) in her raging grief 


when Persephone is taken from her. Because she had no real childhood of 


her own, she remains caught by the child archetype, sees it too sentimentally 


and is too easily overcome by its negative aspects. 


Hera's childhood is essentially the same as Demeter's but she as an adult 


lives her unlived childhood differently. First she, too, tries living through 


her children, but her daughters, Hebe and Eilytheea, are not more beautiful 


vibrant versions of herself, only her pale shadow; her sons ~ecause reduced 
II"\ ~~ (Y11fl d 
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to being b~1fpawns11 are each crippled, Hephaestus physically, Af'es psychologi-


cally. She had sought to mother Zeus, to make him her well-sheltered son; she 


had asked him to mother her, wholly enclose her as her father had when she 


was young. When she discovers the inadequacy of all these modes of asking 


others to provide her with a childhood, she realizes she must herself go in 


search of that lost childhood. She returns to her motherland and re-imagines 


the unlived childhood; only then, knowingly carrying her own childhood within 


her, is she ready for real relationship. 


Artemis' childhood has some of the same elements as Persephone's. 


Zeus is again the absent father; experientially Artemis has only a female 


parent, one who is inordinately proud of her. But Artemis, too, is robbed 


of her childhood -- by having a mother much more obviously childlike, 


dependent, vulnerable than is Demeter, a mother who immediately needs help as 


she struggles painfully to give birth to Artemis' twin, Apollo, and then 


must be defended against all kinds of real and imaginary dangers. That fantasy 


of having to mother our mothers from the very beginning will seem very familiar, 


very "real," to many women I know, as it is to me. Perhaps it functions as ·a 


kind of parallel to the male hero's having to reduce his original noble father 


to a poor and simple peasant. Both are in a sense true stories about the painful 


discovery that our mothers cannot really mother us as their fathers could not 


really live up to the expectations aroused by the father archetype. Yet the 


hero's eventually being able ·to overcome the father is nevertheless signficantly 


cifferent from the child goddess being able to support and care for her mother. 


Yet that childhood testing may lead Artemis to be too insistently self-


sufficient in her adult form, and to be unwilling ever to renounce the solitude 


of the child. She remains tender towards children but easily becomes impatient 
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with the childishly dependent adult. There is something eternally young in 


her way of being alone and distant; she too carries her childhood with her 


a 1 \'lays. 


At first glance Athene seems truly to have no childhood. She emerges 


full-grown out of the head of Zeus, dressed as a warrior, emitting a 


triumphant battle cry. She seems to begin life as the adolescent, closely 


identified with her father, with so-called masculine attributes like self


confidence and courage, intelligence and dispassion, and with the male world. 


She epitomizes the particular kind of strength that can come by denial of 


childhood, and of the mother bond. The denial is hers, she seems proud of 


having had no mother. Yet we feel something missing, feel that until ~1e can 


connect her to her maternal origins there is something one-dimensional about 


her. Without her childhood she is incomplete. So we go in search of it and 


discover Metis, her intrepid, wise mother, whose potential progeny threatened 


Zeus, and we understand Athene differently. (And recognize perhaps how our 


own denigration of our mothers, our too uncritical identification with our 


fathers, may echo Athene's.) Yet her version of her childhood, though it 


ignores or denies important aspects, is still a fantasy that deeply colors her 


1 i fe. 


Kerenyi sees Aphrodite as the prototypical female embodiment of the 


child mythologem, but he reminds us that Botticelli 's "Birth of Venus" 


represents not her birth but her arrival among us. Her birth is different: 


brutal and violent. As she steps out of the mussel-shell, she is leaving it 


behind her as she leaves behind the whole of primitive mythology: the mutilat.\ot"J 


of Uranos, the casting of his manhood into the sea, the whole terrible foregoing 


history, the titanic mythology of the world's beginnings. Her birth represents 
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the 11 unity of that mythological moment when begetter and begotten vtere one i 
19 


the womb of the water ... Aphrodite is motherless and fatherless, born of the 


depersonalized phallos immersed in the impersonal aceanic womb. She represents 


self-sufficiency which nevertheless is warm, receptive, open. Older than Zeus, 


co-eval with the Titans, she symbolizes a ·more cosmic beginning than just 


individual human birth and childhood. She reminds us that the archetype of 


the child pertains not only to personal psychology -- part of the divinity 


inherent in the archetype comes from its transpersonal, cosmic aspect. 


Neve~theless the human significance of each of these childhoods is plain. 


Perhaps we can love the goddesses in part because we feel they have shared our 


pain. To paraphrase Nietzsche: the goddesses justify human life by living it 


themselves, the only satisfactory theodicy ever invented. Each goddess implies 


a different way of viewing our own childhood each whole, each very different, 


each true. Each also divine -- in the sense of representing an eternally 


recurring pattern of childhood experience in the sense, too, of making visible 


the numinosity present in those patterns . The appreciation of the connection 


between our childhoods and those of the goddesses also serves as an initiation 


into the worlds constituted by them. We may never have heard their names (though 


I still feel blessed that I had) but these goddesses were, at least some of them, 


present in our own imaginal experience of childhood. My guess would be that 


we are likely as adults still to feel closest to the goddess whose infancy 
0~ 


is most like the imageAchildhood we held when we were young. 


Though the stories about the child goddesses feel different from the stories 


about the gods or heroes, many of the motifs Jung named are present in them. 


Not all the births are miraculous but all have something wondrous about them 


Persephone and Artemis are almost fatherless; immediately after birth, Demeter 
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and Hera are introjected into a male womb and then later reborn from it; 


Athene is born from her father's head, Aphrodite from Ouranos' severed genitals. 


All experience some mode of abandonment, some painful spearation from their 


mothers, even Persephone --where the separation is the more traumatic for being 


so long delayed. The sadness of the child goddesses is provoked by that 
-t\-...e.. .., e va_,-,_,_, \C ,, s 


separation (rather than by separation from the father) but seem not to engender 
" 


anger, perhaps because the mother's are not presented as 


rejecti nq their daughters purposefully. It is the intervention of the male ... 
order that effects the disunion -- Zeus allows Hades to abduct Persephone and 


cannot seem to prevent Hera's jealous attacks against Artemis' mother; Zeus 


swallows Metis, Athene's mother as his father had swallowed Demeter and Hera at 
J 


birth and thus taken them from their mothers. Yet there are reunions too --


Persephone returns to Demeter joyously though she will never again live only 


in her 1-/0rld; Hera returns to her Boetian motherland; Art~is is ·always there 


for her mother and for all mothers in travail. The goddesses thus demonstrate 


a J<.,l'lclof,ilnvincibility. Their mothers are vulnerable but their fathers' 
'" 


power iscd<,;o shaky. The fathers are not really vie~;1ed as "the enemy;" they 


are rather experienced as absent and ineffectual, or as very fearful, especially 


of feminine power or of the alliance between mothers and sons. 


(I am intrigued by how rarely these myths of the child include siblings, 


as though they most 


is actually more of 


reflect the fantasy or wish of being the only child. There 
'.)t\,:/l •l\9 


this dimension present in the traditions about the male 


" gods -- as, for instance, in the Homeric Hymn's account of the teasing rivalry 


between Hermes and Apollo or in the indication of Hermes' tender care for young 


Dionysus communicated by the lovely statue at Olympia. v/here is the sisterhood? 


Hith the nymphs, I suppose -- though that seems so anonymous and undifferentiated. 


L~~------------------~ 







There is Athene and Pallas, Artemis and Calliste, but they are hardly 


children. Perhaps we shall have to create those sister bonds for them.) 
Cl... 


In these childhood images I discern wonderful promise that these 
1\ 
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goddesses can be goddesses, self-confident, beautiful, serenely powerful, 


each in their very individual \'Jays, despite mothering and fathering that is 


flawed. (Yes they each also have their dark side but in a 'flay that is part of, 


not diminuation of, their divinity.) I think this is what Kerenyi is getting 


at in a passage that puzzled me for a long time: 


Divine maidens are so typical of Greek religiion that 
it cannot be called either a "Father religion" or a 
11 Mother religion," or yet a combination of both. 
It is as though the Olympian order had thrust the great 
Mother Goddesses of olden times into the back~oun~f~S 
the so 1 e purpose of throwing the divine Ko1d i,. i'n'to


1 0 1 


sharper relief. 20 


The hermaphroditism Jung found to characterize the child archetype is 


present here too, at least in a psychological sense (which it is more popular 


now to call 11 androgeny.") The myths suggest this by their emphasis on 


Aphrodite's birth from the phallus, Athene's from her father's brow, Artemis' 


twinship with Apollo, Demeter's single parenting, Hera's pull to a hieros gamos. 


The language of masculine and feminine attributes conjoined is there, even 


though it may not seem to us the best way of expressing the kind of human 


weakness the goddesses embody. 


Freud, in ways that have provoked much anger, suggested that a child 


often serves as a self-image for women. Of course, the child carries this 


meaning for men as well; nevertheless for women who can carry a child \•lithin 


themselves this meaning may have even more re~onance. In any case, in 


mythology, too, one's children are viewed as images of the self. Fully to 


know the gods means to know them in and through their children. This is quite 
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different from knowing them through the quality or style of their parenting 


(though that, too, provides a meaningful perspective). We receive a richer 


sense of the plurality of their childhoods, as we see them in relation to their 


several children. 


Indeed, this may be another way in which their 11 androgeny 11 is made evident, 


for these goddesses have both female and male children. 
e. 


Even Demter whom we 
II 


tend to think of only in relation to Persephone also was mother to Cryasor (or 


.'\reion), a magical steed whose father was Poseidon. The climax of the 


Eleusinean mystery \'las the cry 11 Brimos is born 11 cu' a:Y~no\.~_n ce~"'e"1t" +ka.\-
' 


Persephone had given birth to a son. (The most lovelyrelief inspired by 


those mysteries is that which represents the. youth, Tripto{emus, standing 
.J be me.-\::?(" a. V\O Ycro;.e pY..cne ' 


between the two goddesses~) The myths suggest that the full experience of 


giving birth means giving birth both to another like oneself (a daughter) and 


to a being who is other (a son). Aphrodite gives birth not only to sons: 


Phobus, Demos, Eros, Aeneas
1


but also to a daughter Harmonia; Hera to Ares and 


Hephaestus, but also to Hebe and Eulythea. 


In the history of my own dreams of the divine child it has always felt 


self-evident upon awaking whether the child was a son or a daughter. It also 


.seemed clear that the difference mattered; that it was even more important 


in imaginal life than in actuality to have both a son and a daughter. The 


difference feels clear even though I don't full understand it and can't 


adequately articulate it. Perhaps it has something to do with doing and being~ 


or extroversion and introversion. When I try to test that out on the children 


of the goddesses or on my own dream children, I don't feel content with the 


formulation. Still, I knmv that my 0\'ln well-being is tied up \vith my imaginal 


daughter and my imaginal son. 
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I have spoken already of the daughter, the child in the crib and then 


in the cave. She has appeared in later dreams as well -- among them a 


particularly important one dreamt after the first evening spent with a lover 


\'lho has since become my closest friend but \'ihom then I barely knew. In 


that dream this man and I were together in my hou~e which now was ours, 


greeting and then bidding farewell to family members and intimate friends 


who were stopping by in some almost ritual procession. As he and I stood 


there, I was carrying on my hip, with her head nestled between chin and 


shoulder, my beautiful young daughter. She was simply there, quiet yet 


radiantly happy and healthy as always. It felt wonderful -- but entirely 


natural -- to have her there (for the first time) in the world of others. 


Then, just before I woke, as I felt her welcome weight on my hip, I realized 


that she still weighed exactly what she had weighed. months before; I knew 


that it was time (though there was no sense of its being past time) for her 


to begin getting nourishment other than what my milk could provide. 


I agree with so much in Hillman's essay "Abandoning The Child'' including 
) 


his insistence that: 


The child is one of the faces -- not stages -- of the God, 
one of his ways of being, of revealing his nature. There 
is no question of moral improvement, of increase, or of 
differentiation through developmental process in these 
child images. These gods do not leave the child behind in 
order to become mature. 


But when he goes on to say: 


The archetypal child personifies a component that is not meant 
to grow but to remain as it is as a child, at the threshold, 
intact, an image of certain fundamental realities that 
necessarily require the child metaphor and which cannot be 21 presented in another manner. 


I find myself hesitating for I feel that the child does change and exhibits a 
) 


mode of change for which it is difficult to avoid saying "growth." Yet I ~oo 
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q«A~~to11 the notion that growth equals health. Furthermore, I would 


want to affirm that there is always another childhood, another imaginal 


child. We don't outgrow the child in us, though a particular child may in 


some strange way grow up inside us. 


I have had this experience particularly with my male drecm child. He 


first appeared in the initial dream with which I began that attending to dreams 


which has so occupied me for the last twenty-five years. At that time I was 


pregnant with my third or fourth son - but it was clear that the child in the 


dream was not to be confused with any of my actual children, living or still 


unborn. \\A\-:, \ '? '1 clrcc-11\t\ I.. c· .. c..fe. ..- t"c ll"'\ t\....c c...Wct.~r on Persephone' 


-rl\~ C n e . which begins with my standing with the other young women of our 


tribe at the edge of a moonlit clearning watching our men go through the ritual 


of choosing a new chief. Then the young and handsome youth who has just been 


installed as chief comes to me and invites me to join him in a ceremonial dance, 


thus signalling his choice of me to be his bride. Years pass. Our people are 


sufferins the consequence of season after season of drought. We reluctantly 


realize that if the tribe is to survive it must go elsewhere in search of water 


and, of course, the chief must go with them. But I stay behind, confidently 


awaiting the birth of the son I carry in my womb, the future leader of our 


people. I stay as token of their expectatior. of returning to this land which 


is ineluctably our land. 


Then just a few summers ago, I took a trip to New Mexico. I spent the 


morning at Acoma Pueblo, the sky city, now inhabited by only twenty-odd persons 


all year around, though many more appear at festival time. The Indians we met 


o..re. so proud of their skills and traditions: I could not help but wonder 


what it would be like to be part of a tribe whose existence as a people seemed 
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on the edge of extinction. That evening in Santa Fe, I joined an old friend, a 


former colleague who grew up in New Mexico and has a deep sense of connection 


with the Indians who live there. The night of our reunion I had a dream so 
C> 
pwerful that for the first time in many years I got up in the middle of the 
A 


night to write it down. The imperative to record the dream arose in large 


measure from my sense that somehow the dream had come to the wrong person, that 


it wasn't my dream at all, that it really belonged to my friend and that I 


therefore owed it to him to remember every detail. For though not mine, it 


felt like a singularly important dream, one that could change one's life, 


a dream one would have to obey. 


I knew the dream was not mine because the dreamer was clearly a young male. 


I do not mean that I had had a dream whose central figure was a male youth or 


that I was dreaming that I was a man - but rather that when I awoke it was 


absolutely clear to me that a young male had had the dream and that this dream 


was the continuation of a dream series he had been attending to faithfully 


over a period of years. I will tell the dream in the first person for it was 


an "I" that experienced the dream, though that "I" seemed so clearly not to be 


me. 


The message of the dream is clear: after many years of honest reluctance, 


I must now agree to be the tribe's keeper of symbols and the interpreter an~ 


renewc.r of those symbols. The "I" of the dream has but the smallest trace 


of Indian blood and has never lived as a member of the tribal community, 


yet for years "I" have devoted myself to being a loving student of "my" people's 


lore. Over and over again one of the few remaining members of 11 0Ur" tribe has 


come to "me" and said, "You have been chosen to be the keeper of our symbols." 


Each time "I" have ansv1ered, "No, it cannot be I that is meant." Nm<~ they are 
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back again. They have always respectfully accepted 11 my" refusal, but now they 


say, "It has to be you... They hand"'me" a beautiful book made of heavy buff 


paper, containing page after page of beautifully painted symbols, flowing 


geometries and stylized birds, plants and animals -- always composed of the 


same four colors, turquoise, coral, black, white. These are the tribe's 


symbols \'Jhich no one fully understands but which they all revere. "!" take 


the book from their hands and agree, yes, this time "I" must accept. There 


followed a ritual, a ceremonial exchange of blood between "myself" and a 
,, ,. 


young man of my own age who was a full-blooded member of the tribe and had 


grown up living in its ancestral home. When the ritual was complete, he and 


"JI' were truly one and 11 ! 11 was now someone who really could take on the awesome 


rE'sponsibility that had been laid on me. "I" felt a calm certitude, "Yes, I 


can do it. Yes, it is time. Yes, it is intended." 


When he woke the next morning, I shared the dream with my friend. He 


said, as perhaps one always does in such situations, 11 Yes, I see how it connects 


with me, but I also believe, Chris, that it is your dream ... Because I still 


was not ready to accept that, I sent an account of the dream to a young friend, 


a poet very conscious of his debt to~hamanic traditions. He responded, "Yes, 


Chris, the dream does have something to do with me and my work but, still, it 


~ your dream. 11 Then he spoke of having shared my 1 etter \>Ji th his wife who had 


said, "You know, that dream reminds me of another dream Chris told me years 


ago... Of course, she meant the dream about the young Indian bride. Only then 


after she had made the connection, did I understand at last how the recent 


dream was mine after all. The dreamer was the youn~ male child who had been in 


my drE'am-,.lomb almost twenty-five years earlier. It had never occured to me that 


an 1 f\fl e r child could grm11 up. It felt strange and wonderful and absolutely 
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true though, that was what had happened. I also knew then that in some truly 


necessary way I did now need to take on the role of Keeper of the Symbols, 
"t"kiS -> t r •e7 c ~ 


a role which I feel I may have begun to discharge through Goddess papers. 


I was intrigued that this assignment should come to me and my young dream 


son at that time in my life when I would soon be entering upon the post-


menopausal stage that in many cultures is the point of entry for women into a 


shamc.nic vocation. At this point a woman is believed to cease being .2.!i!.L 


woman; she is no longer defined by her biological femaleness and may consciously 


and visibly adopt her own "maleness." Thus the female shaman is androgynous: 
So·1 -


as in some sense my dream and ~ together consitute an androgynous being. 


(Again: ideologically, I would prefer a different way of expressing such 


wholeness; experientially, this is the symbol that appeared.) 


I began to understand that getting past literal childbearing might 


represent a deeper initiation into the archetype of the child. I also began 


to appreciate more than I had before a recognition Jung's reference to the 


pardoxical connection of the child archetype with endings and death. I knew, 


of course, that birth (especially in Artemis' realm) is itself connected with 


the possibility of death and remembered Freud's rediscovery of the interchange


ability of symbols for womb and tomb. By now I should have been well prepared 


to recognize that every archetype has its dark side. 


Toward the end of the Ariadne paper I alluded to the child she gives birth 


to in the underworld, the child born in death, who is thus clearly a psychic 


child, a soul child. I included there a veiled reference to the experience 


which taught me part of what such a birth into death can mean. A few years ago 


I discovered I was pregnant with a child I knew was not meant to be born, a 


child conceived on a strange occasion when I had felt my partner to be not the 
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dear friend who was actually present but Dionysos . My friend knew that; 


he did not know of the child's conception. Perhaps I did not speak because 


I dimly remembered a warnins Eros gives Psyche as he is about to leave her: 


11 Thou shall give birth to a child which will be a divine infant if thou dost 


keep silent, but a human being if thou dost reveal the secret. 11 Then, in 


what felt like another visitation of the god, the child was spontaneously 


(and simply) aborted. I experienced that miscarriage not only as the death 


of the child and ~\ :tual ending of my childbearing but, more importantly, 


as the birth of a death child, an underworld child, child of soul, a child 


who in some sense replaces that young son who grew up. The death was in some 


way a birth into another phase of my life. 


That the death of a child can in some way mean rebirth I had also 


experienced years earlier in a dream which marked the end of a long period of 


deep despair during which I had seemingly not dreamt at all. In 'the dream I 


found I was pregnant with a child fathered by the lover whose departure had in 


part initiated my near-psychotic depression. Within the dream I understood 


this as a sign that it was time to leave my husband and yet also realized I 


did not want to leave him to be with my lover but rather to be alone. Yet 


because I was not ready to bring up a child by myself, I knew I would have to 


end the pregnancy. I stuck a knitting needle up my vagina -- and bled to death. 


I woke feeling alive for the first time in months: I had dreamt again, some-


thing deep within was still livins. 


These experiences seem less strange when I find my interpretations 


anticipated by Hillman: 


The dead child is also the child belonging to death, 
alluding not only to the death of life but the life 
of death The child aborted then signifies life 







aborted, for the sake of Hades. The dead child 
may also be an image for the soul's child, performing 
the role of psychopompos which ••. leads the psyche 
to reflections about all that belongs to the child 22 archetype but from a wholly psychic viewpoint. 


Then came last winter's discovery that I might have uterine cancer. 
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During the week of waiting to learn whether that was indeed so, it seemed 


important to suspend belief and disbelief and live within the imaginal 


possibility. I found this mcde of death, entirely different from any I 


had ever imagined as mine, deeply appropriate. It seemed a meaningful 


culmination of the long series of imaginal conceptions now to be carrying 


my death within my womb. I had such a strangely beautiful sense of what 


it would mean to give birth to my death. I didn't yet know Anne Sexton's 


poem, "Hadonna 11 then: 


My mother died 
unrocked, unrocked. 
Weeks at her deathbed 
seeing her thrust herself against the metal bars, 
thrashing like a fish on the hook 
and me low at her high stage, 
letting the priestess dance alone, 
wanting to place my head in her lap 
or even take her in my arms somehow 
and fondle her twisted gray hair. 
But her rocking horse was pain 
with vomit steaming from her mouth. 
Her belly was big with another child, 
cancer's baby, big as a football. 
I could not soothe. 
With every hump and crack 
there was less Madonna , 
until that strange labor took her. 
then the room was bankrupt. 23 That was the end of her paying. 


but I know I would have rejected its sadness and anger as missing the point 


(for me, not necessarily for her mother.) 


The child's d~r\( side is not confined to this association with death. 
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The child Freud's dream analyses discovered was a child very different from 


the romantic sentimentalization of the infant predominant in the conscious 


attitudes of his time. This dream child displayed primarily his sexuality, 


his wounds, his unsatisfied longings and fragmentation. Hillman reminds 


us that there is childishness, as well as childlikeness. The child means 


not only joyous spontaneity and creativity but vulnerability and dependence. 


The 11 cr'/ that is never cured, .. the 11 things we never learn, cannot help, 11 


11 the inaccessible places where we are always exposed and afraid ... The child 


is not only 11 future springing from vulnerability itself 11 but 11 that which 


24 never grows... · The past that stays past, being stuck. 


That the child in us stays stuck, stays child, is, of course, not 


necessarily only a dark truth. Such an inner child can be very alive and 


enlivening: 


I found myself before a man who summarized and 
clarified singularly; in a single look of his 
blue eyes, the idea of a maturity, invaded and 
somehow renewed by the freshness of a childhood 
which had not stopped growing within him without 25 his knowing it. 


Though the childhoods growing within us are many and each is unique, I 


would be more ready to speak of the child than of the goddess. I could agree 


that 11 child 11 is more image than story, perhaps because that is the child's 


own view. There is much in this archetype that pulls us to the simplicities 


of fairytale and its happy endings to the pure anonymity of the child, the 


village, the forest, the sea - an anonymity to be filled by our most precious 


memories and longings. 


I am struck that Rank in his book on the birth trauma says that dreams 


of birth and childhood tend to occur at the end of our analysis -- as though 
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the child appears to keep us imagining. Bachelard speaks of childhood as 


"The archetype of simple happiness," as "an image within us, a center for 


images which attract happy images," "childhood remains within us as a 


private of deep life, of life always in harmony with the possibility of new 


beginnings The archetype is a reserve of enthusiasm which helps us 


believe in the world, love the world, create our world. 


"When one dreams in depth one is never finished beginning .. 26 


Christine Downing 
San Diego State University 
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